
Primary principle of Ancient Wisdom that Universe is governed
by haw on all planes. __ _ _
A. This is. not "law" in legislative but in the scientific or

mathematical s ense. _
Stands in contrast to the theological concept of super- -~
natural Deus fiat standing prior to natural order .
Only on the basis of the truth of this principle can the
individual control his environment and know that h e can so
coritTOl t; -
1 . Hence principle of ubiquity of "law" i s re al ground o f

hope arilassurance-concerning Tife --

A second furidamentaT principle is the living-arid conscious
character of all matter on all planes .

- A:--This-diverges from the-view -of--clas7sical.-- science -that---
matter and material processes are mechanical or blind .

-B: -hif e - present-in--themineral-- as-well-as-the -vegetable- and - -
animal forms .
1: Chemical-phenomena- regarded- as-conscious --living- phen.--

a . Evidences of principle of selection in chemical
--- phenomena ,- a-character-istic--oe-consciousness .------ .-

C . Present status of physics of atom is forcing departure
from- mechanistic -picture-of-matter .- ------------- ----~

1 . Significance of the principle of"uncertainty" .
- --2.-Radiant- energy-is -really-life - energy ..-.

a . More abundant in higher elevations .

II : . Consciousness stands logically and causatively prior to material

A. Symbolized in the story of Eve taken from the rib of Adam.
B .-Implies -that -the-.-conscipus, being of the Ego molds his

environment and is responsible for his circumstances .
1. _Henc,e_ can_change_ hi_s -circumstances .

IV ~ _In_ practice,, western-development, tho materialistic, imples that
consciousness can mold environment .
A. This molding i s external handling of matter as matter. '

1 .Thisyfield of. action limited -and does not-reach-root-causes :

Approaching matter an living;conscious Being givess rue - -
magical power which operates on root causes . .
A . Thi-s ie fundareental-key-for-control-of heal material------.4

well-being and happiness .

VI, Principles of application .
A: Man-must--first-of-`all -accept responsibility fag?-the-con-

ditions which surround him .
------1; die has- set--u.iY those- causes -either-in -this -life--o-r--
some - -other .

-_ -2,-Therefore--he can-set-up-new causes-of-action-which will
overcome eff ec ts of old causes .
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_ B. Principle__ cause _of all__lmita_tion,_in_health __or _material
condition, is action from base of separate personality .

_ 1. Correction lies in action from level_of the One
C. This is effected thru detachment from the fruits of

action. _ __ - _
1. This is notarbitrary but fundamental principle of

1. From this, command over health and environment follows .
- ---Super-Conscious Super-Conscious -State-.-----

These -are -of--diffe`renttypes but not all are f' tted-for -`
the needs of different people .

_~____B, 1ldaritra Yoga tedYinique gives-the simplest means by-which
individual can gain c ontrol over Life Forc e s and enter

Spiritual Law .

VII . T echniques of action .

--- t--- _ --


